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The Chaperone (2011) - IMDb Ray Bradstone (Levesque) is the best wheel man in the business, but he is determined to go straight and be the best parent he can be to
his daughter, Sally (Winter), and make amends with his ex-wife, Lynne (Gish. The Chaperone (2011 film) - Wikipedia Ray Bradstone is the best wheel man in the
business, but he is determined to go straight and be the best parent he can be to his daughter, Sally (Winter), and make amends with his ex-wife, Lynne (Gish.
Chaperone - definition of chaperone by The Free Dictionary 1. A guide or companion whose purpose is to ensure propriety or restrict activity: "to see and feel the
rough edges of the society ... without the filter of official chaperones" (Philip Taubman.

Chaperon (headgear) - Wikipedia Chaperon (/ Ëˆ Êƒ Ã¦ p É™r oÊŠ n / or / Ëˆ Êƒ Ã¦ p É™r É’ n /; Middle French: chaperon) was a form of hood or, later, highly
versatile hat worn in all parts of Western Europe in the Middle Ages. The Chaperone (2011) - Rotten Tomatoes Pro wrestler Paul "Triple H" Levesque stars in this
action crime comedy as Ray, a former bank robber who's attempting to start a new life when his criminal past returns with a vengeance. The Chaperone (2013) IMDb The Chaperone tells the true, previously untold story of a lone school teacher who fought off an entire motorcycle gang while chaperoning a middle school
dance in a church basement in 1970s Montreal, Canada.

The Chaperone | Destiny Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia The Chaperone is an exotic shotgun that can only be obtained by completing the quest Jolly Holliday.
It can be dismantled to generate Glimmer, Weapon Parts and an Exotic Shard. This shotgun is very unique in that it fires single slug rounds instead of the normal
buckshot.
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